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Abstract Extreme values of wet-bulb temperature (WBT)—jointly reflecting temperature and specific humidity—have been relatively little studied in terms of climatology, despite their demonstrated relevance for health and economic impacts. In this study, we uncover and characterize distinct spatiotemporal patterns of WBT extremes in the contiguous United States for the 1981–2015 period, focusing on identifying and making a first pass at understanding regional differences. We find that anomalies of specific humidity are of greater importance than those of temperature in controlling extreme WBT in most of the contiguous U.S., particularly for southern and arid regions. Composites of extreme-WBT days for each region reveal coherent sea-surface temperature anomalies and midlevel and upper-level geopotential-height anomalies that differ considerably between regions, particularly in terms of the resulting low-level temperature and moisture fields. These findings suggest that the primary factors controlling the timing and intensity of WBT extremes, while ultimately forced by synoptic-scale weather patterns, vary spatially according to both local geography and baseline climate. We demonstrate this conclusion by showing how regional features such as late-summer WBT extremes in the Southwest and southern Great Plains derive primarily from spatial and temporal variations in moist low-level flows.

Plain Language Summary Wet-bulb temperature (WBT), as a combination of temperature and humidity, is a good proxy for the health and economic impacts of heat. However, WBT extremes have rarely been studied. We assemble a new 35-year hourly-resolution dataset from contiguous U.S. weather stations. In the western U.S., we find that when the wind blows from a direction favorable for high temperature, it is simultaneously unfavorable for high humidity, but in the eastern U.S. extreme temperature and moisture are tightly linked. We devise a new approach to quantify the “moistness” of heat and find that WBT extremes often result from hot dry areas having unusual “moisture spikes,” or cool moist areas having “temperature spikes.” We show the first maps of the average time of year of WBT extremes—most interesting is the late-summer extreme WBT in the southern Great Plains and Southwest. We explain this in terms of moisture advection connected with the North American Monsoon (Southwest) and the strength of southerly winds from the Gulf of Mexico (Great Plains). Lastly, we find distinct atmospheric and sea surface temperature patterns associated with WBT extremes that differ between regions and that are present at least 10 days before the extremes, indicating the possibility of more accurate predictions.

1. Introduction

Many studies in the last few years have focused on extreme heat, in concert with a growing awareness of the diversity and severity of its impacts. As a result of these efforts, the overarching meteorology of extreme temperatures is now fairly well established. They are characterized to first order by the temporal and spatial cooccurrence of positive temperature and 500-hPa geopotential-height (z500) anomalies (Grotjahn et al., 2016; Lau & Nath, 2012; Perkins, 2015). In many cases, midlatitude extreme-temperature events can be attributed, in large part, to remote forcing by the excitation of Rossby waves from the tropics that propagate into the midlatitudes and become blocked over the affected region (Grotjahn et al., 2016). Atmosphere/land-surface coupling often aids in prolonging and exacerbating extreme-temperature events via soil-moisture and vegetation feedback (Grotjahn et al., 2016; Lorenz et al., 2010; Perkins, 2015). These factors have enabled demonstrations of subseasonal extreme-temperature predictability over parts of North America (McKinnon et al., 2016; Teng et al., 2013).
In contrast, the patterns and mechanisms of wet-bulb temperature (WBT) extremes have seen relatively little study. As the temperature to which an air parcel would cool if as much water as possible was evaporated into it, WBT is a nonlinear function of both temperature and specific humidity (Stull, 2011). WBT thus provides a good estimate of the cooling efficiency of sweat, and this direct physiological relevance has made it useful for assessments of heat stress. In fact, modeling studies have indicated that in some regions, WBT extremes could by the late 21st century verge on levels at which it is physiologically impossible to maintain normal human body temperatures (Im et al., 2017; Pal & Eltahir, 2016; Schär, 2016; Sherwood & Huber, 2010). A related and more complex quantity, wet-bulb globe temperature (WGBT), is frequently used in public-health research and to a lesser extent in climate science (Willett & Sherwood, 2012). Across metrics, heat-related morbidity and mortality increase sharply with increasing heat and humidity (Kalkstein & Davis, 1989; Willett & Sherwood, 2012), as do economic impacts (Dunne et al., 2013). These impacts would be nonlinear even in a stationary climate (Burke et al., 2015; Davis et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2014); adding to their importance is the fact that—in most observational records and all future projections—combined heat-humidity increases are more robust than increases in temperature or moisture alone (Fischer & Knutti, 2013; Grotjahn et al., 2016; Knutson & Ploshay, 2016; Mora et al., 2017).

Changes in WBT can result from changes to either or both of its component variables, with specific humidity being less well constrained than temperature in models as well as observations. There has been some indication in recent observations that the high tail of the WBT distribution has seen tradeoffs between temperature and specific humidity in certain regions (Mueller et al., 2015; Willett & Sherwood, 2012) or over the course of a heat wave (Fischer et al., 2007). However, larger-scale studies have observed increases in temperature with constant relative humidity, and therefore higher WBT overall (Horton et al., 2016; Knutson & Ploshay, 2016; Vincent et al., 2007; Willett & Sherwood, 2012).

Given these findings and motivations, we present here the first characterization of the patterns and synoptics of WBT extremes across the contiguous United States, highlighting differences between regions. Our goal is to advance understanding of the mechanisms of WBT extremes, a step toward ultimately enabling skillful subseasonal forecasts. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe data sets, definitions, and methodology used. In section 3 we illustrate and discuss basic spatiotemporal patterns of WBT-extreme occurrence, and in section 4 of the interplay between temperature and specific humidity that underlie them. In section 5, we identify associated sea surface temperature, atmospheric circulation, and energy-flux anomalies at hemispheric and regional scales. Finally, in section 6 we integrate the pattern and mechanism sections into a preliminary but wide-ranging picture of WBT extremes in the contiguous U.S.

2. Methods

2.1. Data Sets

The station-selection procedure is as follows: using the National Climatic Data Center’s Integrated Station Database, we choose contiguous U.S. stations with hourly data for all years in 1981–2015. For these 520 stations, we standardize irregularly timed observations using linear interpolation such that there is one observation each hour at the top of the hour, and conduct additional interpolation to fill data gaps of up to four consecutive hours. Then, we apply the following two criteria to eliminate station-year combinations: (a) having a data gap of ≥4 h or (b) having ≥3% of T or RH data missing. A station is eliminated completely if >33% of its years have been disallowed. We enact additional quality control by algorithmically and visually identifying outliers, and comparing these with other values at the same station and nearby. The final version of the station data, composed of the 175 stations that passed all tests, is publicly available on Github (see Acknowledgments and Data Sources).

These 175 stations provide us with temperature (T), relative-humidity (RH), and surface-wind data at hourly resolution. From T and RH, we compute specific humidity (q) and WBT, the latter using the formula of Stull (2011):

\[
\text{WBT} = T \tan^{-1} \left( 0.151977 (RH + 8.313659)^{0.5} \right) + \tan^{-1} (T + RH) - \tan^{-1} (RH - 1.676331) + 0.00391838 (RH)^{1.5} \tan^{-1} (0.023101 RH) - 4.686035.
\]

where WBT and T are in °C and RH is in %.
Geopotential-height, winds, moisture, and energy-flux data come from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) data set at 3-hourly and daily, 32 km resolution (Mesinger et al., 2006), as well as the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Reanalysis 2 data set at daily, 1° resolution (Kanamitsu et al., 2002). We use sea surface temperature (SST) data from the daily, 0.25° × 0.25° NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST data set (Reynolds et al., 2002), with results verified via comparison of the aggregated daily values with the monthly, 2° × 2° International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (Freeman et al., 2016).

2.2. Definition of Extremes and Regions

We choose WBT as the principal variable of interest, in accordance with previous work on heat-humidity extremes at regional and global scales (Im et al., 2017; Pal & Eltahir, 2016; Sherwood & Huber, 2010). We compute daily maxima for individual stations for T, q, and WBT, and these maxima can occur at any time of day. Regions (Figure 1) are based on those used in the National Climate Assessment (Melillo et al., 2014): Northwest (NW), Southwest (SW), Great Plains North (GPN), Great Plains South (GPS), Midwest (MW), Southeast (SE), and Northeast (NE). We then compute daily regional maxima by averaging values across all stations within each region, with n ranging from 14 (NW) to 39 (SE). We also independently calculate extreme days for each grid cell in the NARR data set to provide more complete spatial coverage and to test whether it can successfully represent the patterns found in the station observations.

To determine the most-extreme days as ranked by T, q, and WBT, we compute (for each variable, at each station) the 100 highest daily maxima of that variable in the warm season (May–October (MJJASO)) for the period of 1981–2015. Subsequently, we use “extremes” to refer to these sets of the 100 highest daily maxima at a station or in a region. We choose MJJASO as the period in which nearly all WBT extremes occur in the contiguous U.S., and 100 as representing approximately the top 1.5% of all days in MJJASO, or an average of about 3 days per year. We consider consecutive extreme days independently, following the lead of McKinnon et al. (2016), who find that the final difference in circulation composites is small between heat waves and individual hot days.

2.3. Comparison of Temperature and Moisture

To disentangle temperature and moisture effects on extreme WBT, we first calculate anomalies of T and q at the exact hour of the daily-maximum WBT for the 100 extreme-WBT days at each station. These anomalies are computed relative to each station’s smoothed hour-specific climatology, where the smoothing is accomplished by fitting \( n = 4 \) harmonics to the curve of averages for each calendar day. We then compute a standardized anomaly ratio (SAR):
\[ \text{SAR} = \frac{(O_T - C_T)}{\sigma_T} \div \frac{(O_q - C_q)}{\sigma_q} \]

where \( O \) is the observed value for each variable and \( C \) and \( \sigma \) are its climatological mean and standard deviation, respectively. (We note that working with a set of extremes means that the ratio nowhere goes to zero.) Repeating this calculation for the 100 highest extremes, we compute the median standardized anomaly ratio as

\[ \text{MSA} = \text{median}(\text{SAR}_1, \text{SAR}_2, \ldots \text{SAR}_{100}) \]

Averaged across a region, the MSA ratio can be interpreted as the relative fraction of extreme WBT attributable to each variable in the different regions: a larger (smaller) MSA ratio implies that \( T \) (\( q \)) excursions are of relatively greater importance in controlling extreme WBT. In other words, the larger the MSA ratio for a region, the more anomalously hot and/or dry are the conditions associated with its WBT extremes. We use the MSA ratio to define the “\( T/q \) composition” of a set of WBT extremes as \( T \)-dominated (MSA ratio > 1), neutral (MSA ratio ~ 1), or \( q \)-dominated (MSA ratio < 1). These terms are of course valuable mostly in a comparative sense, and we note that the value 1 is an arbitrary, though useful, reference point. We also acknowledge that the MSA-ratio approach has limitations, particularly in its reliance on many different local climatologies and in its lack of direct connection to any thermodynamic quantities; nonetheless, we feel that it has a heuristic value appropriate for the characterization of WBT patterns.

2.4. Creation of Composites

To identify the circulation and surface conditions associated with regional WBT extremes, we create composites for these days of z500 and SST anomalies across the Northern Hemisphere, and of 850 hPa temperature, specific humidity, and wind anomalies across the contiguous U.S. Details about determining statistical significance for the SST-anomaly composites are provided in section S1 of the supporting information.

3. Basic Patterns

3.1. Median Wet-Bulb Temperatures

Plotting the median of the 100 WBT extremes (i.e., the 50th highest) at each station (Figure 2), we find the highest values of 28–29°C in the SE and Mississippi Valley extending up to the lower MW, a geographic pattern also seen in earlier heat-wave and summer-mean studies of joint temperature-humidity extremes (Kalkstein & Valimont, 1986; Smith et al., 2013). The northward extent of these extremes around 90° W is likely associated with the climatological southerly flow of warm and moist air from the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 11h). Extreme-WBT values are also in excess of 25°C in the upper MW and coastal NE. These results quantitatively match previous work that found annual-maximum WBT of 25–28°C across much of the tropics and subtropics (Sherwood & Huber, 2010). Extreme WBT is significantly lower in the drier western half of the U.S., with the highest values there approximately equaling the lowest ones in the east. These patterns are also captured qualitatively by the NARR data set (Figure 2).

3.2. Temporal Patterns of Variability

The mean date of extreme-WBT occurrence falls in midsummer in most of the country (Figure 3a), but in early summer in central Texas and in late summer in the desert SW and coastal California. Mean dates of extreme \( T \) (Figure 3b) follow a similar pattern but are reversed in the aforementioned areas, being mostly in midsummer except along the Gulf Coast (late summer) and the desert SW (early summer). For the SW, this matches previous work showing that \( T \) (WBT) extremes there typically occur prior to (following) the onset date of the North American Monsoon, a consequence of the low soil moisture, high insolation, and dry atmosphere in early summer (Higgins & Shi, 2000). Late-summer extreme \( T \) on the Gulf Coast may be related to the climatologically weaker southerly flow off of the Gulf of Mexico in August (Weaver et al., 2009), tending to cause increased continental influence and higher temperatures (Kalkstein & Valimont, 1986). The later date of extreme WBT (Figure 3a) as compared with extreme \( T \) (Figure 3b) more generally may be connected with the high heat capacity of the oceans and consequent peak in SSTs in late summer or early autumn, though more work is necessary on this issue.

The NARR data set provides support for these distinct regionally homogeneous patterns (Figure 3) and allows more detail to be seen in station-sparse areas. The set of independently identified extreme days
at a NARR grid cell could differ substantially from the sets computed for nearby stations—due to coastal or elevation effects, temporal-resolution issues, or incomplete station spatial coverage—and a combination of these do cause some differences, particularly along the coasts and in parts of the SW. However, NARR and station data show good qualitative agreement overall, pointing to the robustness of the patterns and to NARR’s ability to reasonably represent the conditions under which surface WBT

Figure 2. The median value of the 100 extreme-WBT daily maxima for each station (squares) and NARR grid cell (shading), computed using data from May–October of each year in 1981–2015.

Figure 3. The mean calendar date of (a) the 100 extreme-WBT days and (b) the 100 extreme-T days for each station (squares) and NARR grid cell (shading).
extremes occur. Quantitatively, extreme-WBT values in NARR are often too low by several degrees K, consistent with a dry bias in the lower atmosphere that may be an artifact of its coarse temporal resolution (Kennedy et al., 2011).

At sub-daily timescales, extreme WBT occurs on average as early as 1200 local standard time (LST) at eastern and western coastal stations, and as late as 1700 LST in the MW, GPN, and interior NW (Figure 4). WBT extremes are typically later in the interior of the country, possibly due to the importance of q for WBT extremes there (Figure 5), making them less tied to the diurnal cycle than T-dominated extremes would be. Multiple mesoscale factors could also be at play, investigation of which is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 4. The mean hour of the day (LST) at which the 100 extreme-WBT daily maxima occur at each station.

Figure 5. (top) The percent overlap between the 100 extreme-WBT days and the 100 extreme-T days at each station. (bottom) The same metric for WBT/q overlap.
4. Relative Contributions of Temperature and Moisture

4.1. Cooccurrence of Wet-Bulb-Temperature, Temperature, and Specific-Humidity Extremes

There have been some previous efforts to separate out the influence of atmospheric temperature and moisture (Pielke, Davey, & Morgan, 2004), but to our knowledge, no such analysis has been conducted across multiple regions or aimed at characterizing spatiotemporal variations in extreme WBT. To illustrate the spatially varying roles of q and T in driving WBT extremes, we compare the percent overlap between (1) days with WBT extremes and days with q extremes and (2) days with WBT extremes and days with T extremes (Figure 5). Whereas WBT and q extremes are frequently simultaneously observed in much of the eastern U.S. and parts of the western, WBT and T extremes generally coincide less than 30% of the time. This suggests that WBT extremes are primarily driven by conditions that lead to extreme q. The disjunct nature of T and WBT extremes is most pronounced in the semiarid GPS and SW, where T-q overlap is also low. Greater T-WBT overlap is observed (1) near water bodies such as the Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, and Great Lakes and (2) further north at a given longitude.

4.2. Excursions of Temperature Versus Moisture

We apply the MSA-ratio approach (section 2.3) to examine more closely the spatial patterns described in section 4.1. Variations in the MSA ratio are spatially coherent, with the scarcity of reds in Figure 6 indicating that at times of extreme WBT, q is relatively more extreme than T over most of the country. In a stationary-climate framework, regions with especially high or low MSA ratios can be interpreted as reflecting empirical limitations on the range of T and q combinations: where q (T) is climatologically high—especially in concert with T (q) being low—a WBT extreme is most likely to occur through a large excursion of T (q) (Figures 7a and 7b). This reasoning accounts for the larger MSA ratios along the cool and humid Pacific coast, in contrast to the smaller MSA ratios of the GPS and Great Basin (Figure 6). A Clausius-Clapeyron-based argument helps explain the q dominance of subtropical areas like Florida: the nonlinearity of WBT with respect to q, combined with the increasing moisture capacity of air at higher T, means that warmer areas are more likely to experience q dominance than cold ones where q is intrinsically limited. Consequently, along the East Coast we find stronger q dominance in the south, with more balance between T and q further north (Figure 6). Both arguments elucidate why a region’s baseline climate is a strong predictor of the q-dominance of its WBT extremes (Figures 7c and 7d). The role of the atmospheric circulation may also be substantial, through its effect on variability, and future work could aim to identify and quantify this.

Comparing MSA ratios on seasonal timescales (Figure 8) yields insights about the causes, in a climatological sense, of variations in extreme WBT. Most regions show a tendency for shoulder-season WBT extremes to have larger standardized anomalies of T and q, likely a reflection of lower mean values. This is especially so for q extremes in the eastern U.S. (MW, NE, and SE; Figures 8e–8g), indicating an outsized role for moisture in driving WBT extremes at those times. Splitting the SW into coastal and desert subregions shows more clearly the influence of seasonal variations in local climate on the T/q composition of WBT extremes (Figure 9). Consistent with the discussion in the preceding paragraph, although early summer is typically cool and moist along the California coast, when WBT extremes do occur they are associated with greater T standardized anomalies than those that occur later in the summer (Figure 9)—probably because the principal mechanism (advection of hot, dry air from the interior) is the same but the early-summer climatology is cooler at the coast (Lee & Grotjahn, 2016). Conversely, in the North American Monsoon area of Arizona and New Mexico, the MSA ratio becomes progressively smaller as neutral T/q composition in June yields to moisture surges that tend to cap temperatures in mid-to-late summer (Figure 9) (Adams & Comrie, 1997); see further discussion in section 5.3. Water vapor’s effects on soil moisture (via precipitation) are likely an additional mechanism, but one we do not explicitly investigate here.

5. Circulation Anomalies and Regional Synoptics

5.1. Sea-Surface Temperature

Nearly every region has considerable areas of significant remote positive SST anomalies that are of larger magnitude than the anomalies nearest to it, though a few regions (NW, SW, and NE) do have significant nearshore SST anomalies (Figure 10). These nearshore anomalies could have an important role in modulating WBT extremes on interannual timescales. The SST anomalies for eastern-U.S. WBT extremes (Figures 10e–10g)
closely match in position and magnitude the “Pacific Extreme Pattern” for T extremes described in McKinnon et al. (2016), as well as elsewhere (Perkins, 2015; Teng et al., 2013; Loikith & Broccoli, 2012). For the NW and SW, the SST correlations resemble a PDO-like pattern with negative anomalies across the North Pacific (Mantua & Hare, 2002), suggesting some degree of potential region-specific decadal-scale modulation. In contrast, the GPN and GPS exhibit shorter-wavelength SST signatures in the north-central Pacific.

Figure 6. The median-standardized-anomaly ratio (see section 2.3 for description) computed using the 100 extreme-WBT daily maxima at each station, with purple indicating stations where WBT extremes are dominated by q excursions.

Figure 7. An illustration of the definition of (a) T-dominated and (b) q-dominated WBT extremes, where the red (black) dots represent WBT extremes #1–100 (#101–1000), plotted in T-q space for San Francisco, CA, and Oklahoma City, OK. The large squares within the clouds of dots (outlined in light green) are the mean of each set, and the superimposed colored lines are constant values of WBT. The more vertical the vector from the black square to the red square, the more q-dominated are a station’s WBT extremes. Due to finite instrument precision, some values may be identical to others and therefore plot directly on top of them. (c) The percent q-dominance for each of the 175 stations, computed using the angle of the vector between the large black dot and the large red dot for each station (as in Figures 7a and 7b), which is converted to a q-dominance percentage where 0° → 0% and 90° → 100%. (d) The percent q dominance for each station, as in Figure 7c, plotted against the mean daily maximum temperature on its 1000 hottest days in the 1981–2015 period.
(Figures 10c and 10d); for the GPS, there is also a statistically significant connection with the El Niño–Southern Oscillation, resembling a La Niña-like phase (Figure 10d). These patterns and correlations deserve further attention to help inform predictability.

5.2. Upper Level Flow

The z500 anomalies for each region’s extreme-WBT days consist of a positive anomaly centered near or directly over that region, with weaker negative anomalies immediately upstream and downstream...
Figure 10. Composites of the daily z500 anomalies (contours, at 20 m intervals, with negative dashed and zero omitted) and SST anomalies (shading, stippled at 95% significance) on the 100 extreme-WBT days in each region. The colorbar represents the SST anomaly, in units of °C.
To further investigate the nature of the upper-level waves, in Figure 11 we plot a time series of anomalies of 200-hPa meridional winds ($v_{200}$) and geopotential heights ($z_{200}$) for MW WBT extremes, on the model of Teng and Branstator (2017). The developing ridge over the MW is apparent by 10 days prior to the extreme (Figure 11b), in terms of both $z_{200}$ and $v_{200}$. The $v_{200}$ anomalies indicate origination of the wave-train in the midlatitudes of eastern Asia and subsequent propagation across the Pacific, a path very similar to that found by Teng and Branstator (2017).

5.3. Low-Level Flow

WBT extremes in the eastern and central U.S. are characterized by a westward-expanded Bermuda High and strong southerly flow over the middle of the country, also noted in case studies of the March 2012 and July–August 1988 heat waves (Figures 10e–10g, 11f, and 12e–12g) (Dole et al., 2014; Trenberth & Guillemot, 1996). As a consequence, anomalous moisture builds into the MW and NE (Figures 12e–12g and 13e–13g), causing these WBT extremes to be closely associated with anomalous west-southwesterly winds over the Ohio Valley and large positive $q$ anomalies from the MW to the Atlantic coast (Figures 12e–12g). This picture explains why extreme WBT and extreme $T$ in the eastern U.S. are closely correlated (Figure 5b), and why the $z_{500}$ and wind anomalies we find for extreme WBT are similar to those for extreme $T$ (Cassano et al., 2006; Gershunov et al., 2009; Grotjahn et al., 2016; Kunkel et al., 1996; Lau & Nath, 2012; McKinnon et al., 2016; Teng et al., 2016).

For SW extreme-WBT days, a notable geographic separation exists between the locations of the maximum $T$ anomalies (from central California to Montana; Figure 13b) and the maximum $q$ anomalies (southern California, Nevada, and Arizona; Figure 12b). To investigate this further, we compute daily energy-flux anomalies of seven standard NARR variables (upward and downward shortwave and longwave radiations and ground, sensible, and latent heat), as well as of $T$ and $q$ advection using $T$ and $q$ at 2 m above ground level and wind speed at 10 m. $T$ and $q$ advection are converted to energy fluxes via the following formulae:

![Figure 11. Composites of daily anomalies of 200 hPa geopotential height (contours, at 20 m intervals, with negative dashed and zero omitted) and 200 hPa meridional wind (shading) in the period leading up to the 100 extreme-WBT days in the Midwest: (a) 20 days prior; (b) 10 days prior; (c) 5 days prior; (d) 2 days prior; (e) 1 day prior; (f) the extreme-WBT day. Preceding days with an intervening WBT extreme were excluded.](image-url)
where $c_p$ is the specific heat capacity of air at 300 K in J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, ACD is the mean atmospheric column density in kg m$^{-2}$, and $L$ is the latent heat of vaporization of water in J/g. These conversions are our own, though comparisons between horizontally and vertically oriented energy fluxes have been made previously (Miralles et al., 2014; Trenberth et al., 2011; Nakamura & Oort, 1988). A clear temporal evolution of the anomalies is observed, with net positive flux peaking in the period of 2–4 days prior to extreme-WBT days in the SW (Figure 14). This net flux is largely driven by an increase in anomalous positive $q$ advection, and secondarily by $T$ advection; these drop to near average by the day after the most extreme WBT is observed. We conclude that $q$ advection in the interior SW is important for causing q anomalies and thereby controlling extreme WBT there; this reveals the physical cause for the distinction between extreme-T and extreme-WBT days in the region (Figure 5b), and may be a signature of moisture pulses in connection with the North American Monsoon (Maddox et al., 1995). Given this distinction, it is to be expected that this synoptic picture stands in contrast to that for extreme T in California (Lee & Grotjahn, 2016).

In the NW, we highlight the role of local geography. An anomalous easterly wind (Figure 12a) prevents marine cooling due to the climatologically positive west-to-east $T$ gradient (Figure 13h). On the western slope of the Cascades, adiabatic descent likely provides a further anomalous boost to $T$ (Bumbaco et al., 2013). This picture is consistent with a comparable role for $T$ and $q$ anomalies in extreme-WBT days in the coastal NW (Figure 6).

The GPS also shows a geographic influence on the mechanism of its WBT anomalies. Maximum $T$ anomalies are displaced to the northeast of the region, as are maximum z500 anomalies (Figure 13d), resulting in a low-level flow directly from the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 12d) rather than interior Mexico (as would be the case if the maximum anomalies were further west, centered over the region). That the GPS experiences almost no concurrent WBT and $T$ extremes (Figure 5d) suggests that this moisture infusion is a necessary condition for extreme WBT there.
Figure 14. Surface energy-flux anomalies calculated from NARR data for SW extreme-WBT days, averaged spatially over the SW and temporally over the periods (from left): 20–10 days before the extreme, 9–5 days before, 4–2 days before, 1 day before, the extreme day, 1 day after, and 2–4 days after. The conversion of T and q advection to fluxes in W/m² is described in section 5.3 of the text.
6. Discussion

The relationship we find between WBT extremes and various remote midlatitude SST anomalies (Figure 10) provides further evidence supporting the connection between midlatitude heat extremes and remote SSTs more generally (Feudale & Shukla, 2011a; McKinnon et al., 2016; Ning et al., 2015). While Hoskins and Karoly (1981) detailed the Rossby-wave response to tropical and subtropical forcing, we find such links only for the GPS (Figure 10d). This accords with the observation of McKinnon et al. (2016) of limited evidence for a link between daily tropical SSTs and extreme-T days in the eastern U.S. In our interpretation, this conclusion is also compatible with the picture painted by Sherwood and Huber (2010), who found a close linkage between global-average WBT extremes and tropical surface temperature, but at annual and multiannual timescales.

SST anomalies for the NW and SW (SE and NE) bear some similarity in wavelength and phasing to z500 anomalies in the Pacific (Atlantic) Ocean (Figure 10), a possible indicator of a “reinforcing” role for SST with respect to extreme WBT, as has been shown for extreme T (Feudale & Shukla, 2011b; Hartmann, 2015; Wang & Schubert, 2014). We expect that this may prove a fruitful area of future work, drawing on atmosphere-ocean coupled modeling especially.

The small or absent correlation between WBT extremes and nearshore SST anomalies for most regions with coasts (Figure 10) could be taken as suggestive that the strong local WBT effects of anomalous SST found in the Persian Gulf region by Pal and Eltahir (2016), if present in the contiguous U.S., are restricted to the immediate coast such that they are minimal in our regional averages. If so, the Pal and Eltahir (2016) result may be unique to the Persian Gulf region or confined to hot regions with strongly stratified seas. Any direct comparison, however, is obscured by the difference in timescale of analysis between this study—examining historical interannual variability — and the long-term-mean-change approach of Pal and Eltahir (2016). Regardless, the existence of a clear correlation in the NW and SW between extreme WBT and nearby SSTs (Figures 10a and 10b) is a novel result, and one whose mechanisms and consequences deserve additional investigation across a variety of timescales.

In devising the MSA ratio and using it to characterize the relative contributions of T and q in driving WBT extremes in different regions, we find q excursions to be more important than T excursions in most regions (“q dominance”) (Figure 6), with the degree of this dominance being determined largely by the climatological aridity/moistness of a given region. The overall larger role of q in determining extreme WBT is underscored by the significantly higher extreme-WBT values in the eastern U.S. (Figure 2). In the MSA ratio we hope to have created a metric useful for future work; we emphasize, however, that it is but one approach of many to characterizing WBT extremes. Another is the direct comparison of T and q anomalies as shown in Figure 7c, which yields very similar results, as is apparent by comparing Figures 6 and 7c.

Our findings with regard to the MSA ratio also have possible implications for the effect of climate change on extreme WBT. Both mean and extreme T and q are projected to increase over most of the globe, though with q increases likely falling behind an exact Clausius-Clapeyron scaling over land due to enhanced continental warming relative to oceanic (Held & Soden, 2006; Lainé et al., 2014; Wuebbles et al., 2015). Consequently, considerable extreme-WBT increases are expected almost everywhere, by an amount dependent both on the regional increase of T versus q and on the regional sensitivity of extreme WBT to T and q variation (as illustrated by the MSA ratio). If—as the weaker-vertical-circulation theory (Held & Soden, 2006), the q dominance of the hottest regions of the U.S. (Figure 6), and the greater non-linearity of WBT with respect to q than to T (Stull, 2011) all suggest—q indeed plays an ever-greater role in determining WBT at the higher temperatures of the future, we would expect to see q-dominance spread poleward. Jones et al. (2010) make an analogous postulation that moisture will play an increasing role in controlling extreme precipitation, and this double impact of moisture could be further explored, particularly regarding the possibility of far-right-tail WBT values beyond any observations to date (Pal & Eltahir, 2016; Sherwood & Huber, 2010).

7. Conclusions

In this paper we use the highest-quality available data to provide the first comprehensive characterization of the climatology and meteorology of WBT extremes in the contiguous U.S. We find regionally coherent
spatiotemporal patterns of extreme-WBT magnitude, timing, and T/q composition, many of which are closely linked to the local geography and climatology of each region. The underlying theme is the importance of specific humidity in determining WBT extremes in most regions, though there are areas (climatologically cool and moist ones) where temperature plays a role equally large or even larger. We also examine antecedent z500 and z200 wavevectors, which are apparent across the Pacific and North America for many regions, and cooccurring SST anomalies, which exhibit significant correlations even in remote locations. Together, these suggest the potential for region-specific predictability.

An examination of the energy fluxes surrounding WBT extremes in the Southwest reveals an increase in both T and q advection of ~40 W/m²·s several days before the event, and an especially large amount of q advection, in accord with the large q anomalies observed at the same time. More detailed region- and subregion-specific analyses of the patterns we have identified could aim to determine the exact dynamical and thermodynamical mechanisms responsible, their timing and interactions, their variations between events, and the scales over which they operate. Both modeling and observational analysis would help in elucidating these aspects of WBT extremes. Investigating other potential finer-scale controls on extreme WBT—e.g., strongly convective environments, sea breezes, and seasonal low-level jets—as well as the dynamical effect of SSTs and soil moisture would provide insights for improving our understanding of the multiscale drivers of WBT extremes in different climatic regimes.
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